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ABSTRACT 
~,_·r\.J~ o. 

The biota have effected profound changes on the environment of the surface of the earth. At the 
same time, that environment has impt'§ed consdirnts on the biota, so that life and the 
environment may be considered as two parts of a coupled system. Unfort~!lately, the system is 
too complex and too little known fgr us to model it adtq\.iHi1ely. To inVestrgate the propwtf~s 
which this close-coupling might c6n(;r on' the system, 'r~ chose to develop a model of an 
imaginary planet having a very sirM;fe biosphere. It con'!fkt~d of just two species of daisy of 
different colours and was first described by Lovelock (1982). The growth rate of the daisies 
depends on only one environmental variable, temPerature, which the daisies i~~-Hiri1) modify 
because they at:f~o~li different amounts of radiS~~)i. R~arfai~the details of the interaction, 
the effect of the daisies is to satb1n~e the temperature. The result arises because of the peaked 
shape of the growth-temperature curve and is independent of the mechanics by which the biota 
are assumed to modify the temperature. We sketch outl the elements of a biological feedback 
system which might help regulate the temperature of the earth. . . 

1. Introduction 

On earth, modification of the environment by 
living things is apparent on any scalylhat ~~ cares 
to 19ok at, up to and including the global scale. In 
turn, geophysical and geochemical constraints have 
§!lllped the evolution of life and contilm€'?o dictate 
what type of life, and how much of it, can colonize 
the available space. One can think of the ~6fa and 
their environment as two elements of a closely
coupled system: pertti"Waiions of one will affect the 
other and this may in turn feedpack on the original 
change. The feedback may'fe'ntci£her to enhtn'c~ 
or to difn1~1Sh the initial perturbation, depending on 
whether its sign is positive or negative. 

If we wish to ex'lltore the fr8'p'ltties which this 
close-coupling may !&qf!<[ ~ on the system, we at 
once come upon a su01;tanllal_problem: the earth's 
biota tn1i""~nvironm~Atc rfrt_~~tly complex and 
there i(hardrfa single~,ottheirinteraction 
which c?r(il"y'et be des~~ith any co?..ppence 
by a mathematical equation. For this reason we 

. ~,l: ~!,\,:~,~t,.- c. 

,Z ~ I1l I 

have chosen to study an artificial world, having a, 
very simple biota which is spe.'iitl~ally designed to 
display the characteristic in _.. which we are 
interested-s-ngmely, close-coupling of the biota and 
the global erV1~imment. By simplifyilP our .. bio-..

)t:3to:--, . 
sphere enormously we can describe it i lorms of • 

"lb",,",r • 

few equations" borrowed directly from population 
ecology theory. But let the reader be warned in 
advance: we are not trying to model the Earth, but 
rather a fictional world which displays clearly i, 

property which we beliers important for the 
Earth. 

2. The equations for Daisyworld 

Daisyworld is a cloudless planet with a ~~gligible 
atmospheric greeJ\[ouse on which the only plants 

are two species of daisy of different co}ourS~, Orje 
species is dark-ground covered by itjefl~~s le~ 
light then b'llre ground-while the other is light aDlJ 
reflects more than the bare ground. To em!.~a;j; .1""'lo 
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the contrast We will refer to them as "black" and 
"white" though, the black daisies need not beri 
pe~~~tIYc~I~~k~ra~i~~heg~~:hon:~ p:~~ct~i~~~te'iS 
g~;~~d by (see Carter and Prince, 1981) .

daw/de = aw(-<;w-. y) (I) 
d / ( ci/ 

nb de = nb x P - y), 

where aware the areas covered by "black"a b, 
and "white" daisies respei!ii~ely and x is the area of 
feftJ1~ ground not covered by either species, all,_""':1 _~" 

measured as fniCfions< of the total planetary area. 
The growth rate of the daisies is ~ per unit of time 
and area, and the death rate IS y per unit of time. 
The area of fertile ground which is uncolonized by 
daisies is -?~~-"1 

x=p - a b - aw' (2) 
~"J-" l:;".""~ 

where P is the prop6~tion of the planet's area which 
is fertile ground. 

The growth rate of the daisies is assumed to be a 
para~olic function of lo~~ temperature, T,: 
t:.t.-Z:';'V'" ~~'."Z- ',-.0

~I = 1 - 0.003265 (22.5 - TIl' (32J 
c.which is zero when the local temperature T, is 5°C 
and 40°C and has a maximum value of one when 
T, equals 22.5°C. The effective temperature at 

which the planet radia~'l;"T, °C, is found by 
equating a~~?fged and e~it;~ radiation: 

(T 273)' ( )a ,+/:' SL 1 - A . (4)
',-,c_.~ . 

radiation than white; we (assume they will be 
warmer. Ifwe use the expression /~ J /? T,) e;\'.------ (r;J. 7- to / ': ! p 

®~ 273)'=~A~+D 273)', ~ (6) 

__~here q is a positive constant, to calculate.local 

temperatures as functionsoflocalalbedo, we find 
that r, > 'T, > T.,; as we would expect. This 
expression also ·J1.reser~'lfs'1he energy balance of the 

planet, for F, the total raJ},won lost to space, must 
be the sum of that arising from each area: 

= crqA 2: a l - oq 2: (a,A ,).+ a(T, + 273)' 2: n" 
1 ,I I,. 

F = cr(T, + 273)" 
"I:~-·L 

as it must do for consistency with eq. (4). Since the 
local temperatures of black and white daisies 
always lie within a range 22.5 ± ~ °C which is 
small by comparison to the absolijfe,rrmperature~ " • 
we may if we prefer use a linear approximation to:.......J q/?f 20'·~.. 

' 1!!.iY'..,/:'_ --:;:".,,,. &.h'L~{~ ~ . 
eq..(6) 'E....-- >:)'1' 

Tb•w = q'(A - Ab • W) + T, (7) 

where q' = q/4 (273 + 22.5)'. The error intro
duced by this approximatior'~..Q!JIl.al!z:)e.~~than 
2°C for the temperatures of interest. 

In eq. (6), the parameter q expresses the degree 
Here o is Stefan's constant, S is a constant having ~ solar energy, after having been absorbed 
units of flux, L is a dimensionless measure of the bythe planet. is @Iistributed amongst the three 

.~;1Iu1lfilf6~[~ of daisyworld's sun and A is the albedo types of surface~ect islllost clearly seen if A 
",!;t of the planet. For simplicity we shall ignor~·t1'is elim~ted between eq.14) and (6):' to "12 '? 1-00 

sPBMcal gelfrfiJtry and treat the planet as if it wert'"" (T~fi2;;;' = q(l _ A ) + (T + 173)' t 
flat, or at be~t cYlindri~al;; Then the albedo A is 
simply determined by ~t>~~. 

A = a,A, + abAb + awAw= 2:1 AI' (5) 

where n, (=1 - nw - ab) is the area, and A. the 
albedo, of bare ground. Ab and Aware the albedos 
of ground covered by "black" and "white" daisies, 
and we will assnme that A > A > A" with values 

" '!yp;MiYr~ 0.75,0.5 and 0.25'. 2: I i~ ego (5) signifies a 
~ritni1it1i)n over bare ground, black daisies and 
white daisies. 

Finally, we wish to fix.the local temperature of 
the daisies~ variables which have already 

.been defined. Since black daisies absorb more 
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I x (I _ qd/SL). ' (8) 
. . 

Now if q = 0, the local temperatures all become 
I h t Thi it tiequa to t e mean empera!u~. is Sl ua Ion 

corresponds to perfect "coaallction" of energy 
from higher to lower temperatures. If on the other 
hand we set q = SL/o, we obtain: 

;li1~,H'" 

SL 
(T, + 273)' = - (I - A ,) (9) 

o 

In this case temperatures are set by the steady state 
between local absorption .and local radiation to 
space. with perfect "in1ti\a~rt~ between high and 
low temperature regions. on the surface, A value of 

r,j'''',ft
~tl!> 
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q greater than SL!cr would be physically very 
stsp,rct since it would i~i a trailsfer of heat 
against the temperature graalent. In this study we 

. L used values of q less than 0.2 SL!cr. 

0/13/UJo z, 

i 

tG."-1 U 

0/2 I/ .>>OC 

: 6' " 3. Steady state behaviour of the system 

The daisyworld equations form a system of 
non-linear, multiple feedback loops. The analysis of 
such systems is not a tr~~al problem, even for the 
highly simplified situation~&n : daisyworld. Some 
information on the steady state behaviour of the 
equations can, however, be obtained without a 
disP!fJ2-~Jl1;\qJ1ate amount of mathematical e1);o);,t. 

Consider the non-zero, steady state, SQI~Ions of 
eq. (I). When da/dr is zero but a is finite, * 

:R1l{!",. 

x·I3·= v, (10) 

~theasterisks ~qP!f,~~-steady state. . 
The growth parameters for both black and white 

daisies must satisfy this equation: it follows that 

(II) 

I Now, hearing in mind that Tb > Tw' it can be seen 
by inspet'fioh~eq. (3) that.for this to be true 

tl.~""! .. 

I
 T: - 22.5 = 22.5 - T:. (12)
 

I Furthermore, subtracting eq. (7)~~ from that 
~ (for T )w

'-._ .....----/ 
T::: T: = q'(A - Ab) . (13)w 

fu= 

T: = 22.5 + 1q' (A w - Ab) (14) 

T: = 22.5 -1Q' (A w - Ab) , 

so, assuming that a stable steady state with a > 0,w 

ab > 0 exists, T: and T: will be constant regardless 
of the initial conditions. Therefore, given sufficient 
time to return to the steady state, the daisies will 

r.esp.and to a perturbation by r1'lt~~i~§ their local :'. 
temperatures to prefixed values, 'd~plte the fact i: 

! that no physically real reference temperature exists 
I within the system. 

I It is possible to prove by further analysis that 
I this steady state exists and is stable for a wide
l range of parameter values. Here we will .cnolent I 
I ourselyes with using a computer to integrate the 
! equations to steady state for a few specific cases. 

J. E. LOVELOCK 

However, before abandoning the formal analysis 
entirely" there is one further, rather surprising .. "''' of the steady state which can easily befeature 

'l!<'1!lI
proved: we can show that the steady state 
planetary temperature T: will actually decrease in 
response to an increase in sol~ luminosity, as 
follows. Differentiation of eq. (8) ~ith respect t9 L 

· ~~ .when T1 IS constant gives rv\-ofJ.\\:l'. 

"tiT" ( q« )4(T" + 273)' -' I- 
, dL SL 

+ (T: + 273)' qcr = 0
 
SU
 

or 

dT"!dL = -qcr (T: + 273) 
e 4SU(I-qcr!SL)' 

which must be negative provided q < SL!o. 
Figs. I a, b, c, d show steady state values of 

planetary temperature, T, and areas of black and 
white daisies and a ' as the luminosity L isab w 
increased. For comparison, the dolled curves show
 
the temperature of the planet without life. The
 
values of the parameters adopted are given in the
 
figure legends. The p1jgf~[e used to gen~~~.te t~e
 
curves was as follows: for a fixed value of L, initial
 
values of a b , a were set at the previous steady
 w 
state values, or 0.01 if these w~re' zero; the 
equations were integrated forward in time until a 
steady state was reached; the value of L was 
incremented and the procedure was repeated. Thus 
tl<!!"'Mcurves show the effect of increasing tM 
luminosity slowly, so that the s stem has time 
reach steady state a each value of L. The effect of 
decreasing the luminosity is not necessarily Iden- '-<f.\-" 
. .• .. ~ 'fLt..... 1 L1"Ci>-1 ~V'

tical to that of mcreasmg It, for the system may 
~_J)Ysteresis. Fig. Ic shows an example. 
"''''Fig:la shows the response for one species of 
daisy only, where the daisy albedo is the same as 
the ground. This r~r;;lli'Js the "no ~e:dback" case 
where the presence or absence of daISIeS makes no 

;r~A-{.. 

difference to the temperature. In Fig. Ib, black 
daisies only are allowed to -grow. It is apparent that 
even for this one-species case, the homeostasis of 
the planetary temperature may be considerable: 
Fig. l c shows the response with white daisies only, 
for both increasing and decreasing luminosity. Fig. 
Id illustrates the behaviour of the complete model. 
This~the expected stable ~ where the 

~ 
\ic¢'(
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Fig. 1. Steady state responses of daisyworld. Areas of black and white daisies and effective temperature are plotted 
against increasing values of the luminosity parameter L. Dotted lines indicate the temperature of the planet without 
life. Fixed parameters used in generating these curves were: y in eq, (I), 0.3j P in eq. (2),1.0; S in eq'-(4), 9.17 x 10' 

2ergs cm- 5-
1; albedo of bare ground, ·0.5; q' in eq. (7), 20. (a) For a population of "neutral" daisies, albedo 0.5 

(dotted and solid temperature curves are coincident). (b) For a population only of black daisies, albedo 0.25. (c) For a 
population only of white daisies, albedo = 0.75. This figure also shows that the effect of decreasing luminosity. Note 
that the systemexhibits hysteresis. (d) For a population of both blackand white daisies, albedos0.75,0.25. 
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prs.diction of a decrease in effective temperature 
withincreasing luminosity. 

Be~~r,~.Je;;~irg this v%ii~of daisyworld it. i.s'f£llH menflOnlng the effec'! of taking more ~ 
account of spherical gll?m~try. On a real plan~~:'lJj'e 
effective valu~'~rthe sOlar"constant decreases with 
increasing ~; so that T, for a spherical planet 
could be c1'Fcui':ted by some suitably weighted 

±lll,pning mean, of the displayed curve; ~ c.Ql11p!, 
v..Q1mioJ1 with a weighting function). The" 'effect 
would be to increase the range of luminosity over 
which life could ~t on the planet (because, for 
example, at lumi~':mes where, over most of the 
planet, it was too hot even for white daisies, they 
might still survive at high .lJ!LitOOes). Sharp dis
Continuities would be less evident and the homeo
stasis of mean temperature-rather less striking. 

wo species 0 aisy co-exist an ~nnes our 4. Removing the negative feedback 

The "environmental feedback" in 'the model as 
described ~1f~~;Js strongly limiting on both species 
of daisy. Black daisies are warmer than white, and 
tend therefore to 'be' favoured by cooler mean 
temperatures, yet an increase in the numbers of 
black daisies tends to watm the planet, The same 
goes in reverse for the white daisies. Under these 
circumstances it is perhaps not surprising that the 

-."" exhibiIts a stab e I'pomt around whi h t esystem I whic h 
'i:1'-"'-Jr•. ~l 

daisies can sU-i;cessfully homeostat the temperature 
over a wide ~:~ge of lurMfiosities. Not every 
interaction between the biota and the environment 
can be eXl?ected to operate in such a civilized .' " 

~~'lt. '!2:~~KL f· /{:"fl~, '''' 

fastR0n. Accordingly, we now follow what happens
 

:h~'n..' we deli\:',!:rately and r~~ally l!J.~;~"" the ~,,1'~t,~
 
negative feedbacks which stabilize daisyivorld.
 



Fig. 2. Steady state response for conditions as in Fig. Id, 
but with a: cloud of albedo~ assumed to obscure the . . 
bla k d ' . . ~ 0" e, ... • .,,-= Extr alt0latlon from daisyworld to the earth is to c aisies. I ell: n~ ~"'Q,~ . i ' 

l ,t~1!;}' say tre least, rather .te~uo)l's~'at this stage. How
ever, a peaked growth versus temperature curve is a 
u!l!~"l~al p~erty of living things. Furtg~rmore, 

c ? ;'>1 the ;)iota may'~have a Sllbst,a,ntiaLinlluence"o'n the 
i'!'fl..~f.,~-.~-r'" r"",.~..,.'';\..i1 -

Specifically, while :etaining"the condition that black earth's temperature via the abundance of green-
daisies are warmer than white, we cOi\j'!ve to make house gases in the atmosphere. Recently, Owen et 
the black daisies cool the planet. • . al. (1979) and Walker et al. (1981) have sQeculated 

Owing'jo a subtle change of climate, clouds that the abundance of atmospheric CO, may have 
appe-a/-~n daisY~61td. The clouds are light in been dominant in determining the mean tern per
colour. We will assume that the clouds form only ature of the earth through geological time, in which 
over stan~~()f, black daisies because of the rising air case the biota as a whole would appear to be 
generated over these warm ,~o~Now, therefore, depressing the mean temperature below that of the 
bl~~f"daisies ,no lon~ef tend to increase the "st~;;j~ earth" by tending to reduce atmospheric 
temperature. It1'S'im~mOu---b1aclLdaisjes.mean CO'f"p;.essures (Lovelock and Watson. 1982). IQ. 
more white clo1!~d a colder "lanet. the present context, neither the direction nor the 
----,_._----~,_.~ - -- ~ ~~ .... 

• Fig. 2 shows the steady state output den'ved mechanism whereby life affects the temperature-are 
under this assumption. White daisies were not of themselves important-only the assumption that 
deliberately sil~j)i%!j's1lr,'but became <;l<~inct of1hcir the biota influence the temperatur0S required.,fQr 

~(&/..i' own accord. White daisies fail .l;fcaus~~t1f tile battle the s:J\~opfjUu~!fti~n, however, let us suppose that 
for survival of the fittest, ~ey are now distinctl~ the net effect of life on Earth is to reduce 
less fit than the black daisies. An increase 1~"cilh~r"'< atmospheric carbon dioxide, and that the biota/are 
species now tends to cool the planet, but black temperature limited. Thus a decrease in temper
daisies, being warmer than the mean, tJJ[ix~ better ature would lead to an extension of the ~ polar 
at low temperatures. However, althoug'i'lmit..hite regions and would decrease the average lever'bf 
daisi:s. tend to b~ eli~,n~~ ~n.der the new biological activity over the earth as a whole, whil: a 
conditions, an e.~~:.eJ{Qm~Qs.taSl~ IS,-!t..~'L~~ temperature increase would have the oppoSite 
maintained, It is cfear that q£~,e~N we change the effect. But a decr~~~ in biological activity as a 
directions of the feedbacks, the w.Qrsl.th.!t can Whole would presumably also decrease ~ 
happen is that we lose the less well-adapted species. activities which tend to reduce atmospheric CO,. 
The remaining daisies ill. still "a;lable.of- homeo-i Thus carbon dioxide would increase to oppose the 
stasis. Regpr!!ess of the directions of the feed-1'8~ change. We then have the rndimen~ of a 

\\ 
backs, tbe m~del always show. greater stability i» tem~rature stabilization system for the earth 
with daisies than It does without them. This result It analogous to that on daisyworld. We can speculate 
arises because the temperature versus growth curve ii that some such mechanisms may have played a 
is peaked, decreasing towards zero both above and ~ part in regulating the temperature and other 
below. an opti.IDl!m temperature. So whichever environmental variables over the long history of the 
direction the lire"Of the planet drives the temper- earth. 

L 1-.:l/i/UJOz.. 

Is'," 'i£;~Ofl- Tellus35B(l983).4 
d it. r"" f-0~ 

\1,000 ~ J 

5. Relevance to the earth 

ature, it ul~~tfi; reaches a m:i5:;~;re a greater 
abundance of daisies results, "via the temperature 

~1'<' , ~~1Ei L',
feeuoack, In a slower growth rate, A stable point 
will exist in this regj£.n, The stable state is buffered 
against external vi:'riations because the gro'Wth rat; 
itself is a"i~ther sensitive function of temperature 
and feeds back on any change. 

~,~t'(.'" 
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